CONCIERGE’S SUGGESTIONS - SELECTION OF THE BEST TABLES

SAINT-JEAN-CAP-FERRAT
LA TABLE DU ROYAL (HOTEL ROYAL RIVIERA)
La Table du Royal’s menu features French gastronomy with Mediterranean inspiration for an impeccable,
inventive dining experience. The view is breathtaking.

LA VERANDA (GRAND HOTEL DU CAP FERRAT – FOUR SESAONS)
Fine modern menu is enhanced by a fantastic wine list. Exquisite location under the pine trees, overlooking the ocean.
• Grand Hôtel du Cap Ferrat, 71 Boulevard du Général de Gaulle, 06230 Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat

PALOMA BEACH
Nestled on one of the most beautiful beach of the Peninsula, this restaurant offers a menu full of summer
flavors with summer grilled fish, salads, and Mediterranean meals.
• 1 chemin de Saint-Hospice, 06230 Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat

BEAULIEU-SUR-MER
AFRICAN QUEEN

Italian spirit and its famous “Pizza à la Truffe” Always crowded and much appreciated by locals and tourists, the
place remains casual & good.
• Port de Plaisance, 06310 Beaulieu-sur-Mer
L’ATELIER D’EMILE

On the Harbor of Beaulieu, facing the ships, this is a good tip for enjoying French Bistro specialties. Simply good
and affordable, either for lunch or dinner, this is one of my favor restaurant in town (always good reviews).
• Port de Plaisance, 06310 Beaulieu-sur-Mer

VILLEFRANCHE-SUR-MER
MAYSSA

On the edge of the Mediterranean Sea, scenically with its elevated position near the citadel and extensive view
over the bay, the Mayssa is offering a wonderful location, hard to beat for a dinner view!
Besides it, fish dishes give a wide choice with fresh produce. Tuna Sashimi, Crab Avocado, Iberian Pork… are making
the place quite special, definitely off the beaten paths).
Staff attentive and charming. You are seeking a lovely setting? You found it.
• Place Wilson, 06230 Villefranche-sur-mer
L’OURSIN BLEU

Seafood restaurant on the seafront in Villefranche-sur-Mer, serving fresh fish daily.
• 9 Quai de l’Amiral Courbet, 06230 Villefranche-sur-mer
LES GARÇONS

Set back from the waterfront, the reputation of this restaurant is growing, despite its location off the beaten track.
No doubt that you would enjoy dinner on the terrace.
Important: Dinnertime is either 7:30pm or 10:00pm, not in between.
• 18 rue du Poilu, 06230 Villefranche-sur-Mer

EZE VILLAGE
CHATEAU DE LA CHEVRE D’OR ** MICHELIN STAR

An institution amongst the eating establishments of the French Riviera, Le Château de la Chèvre d’Or combines the
highest ingredients to produce sophisticated tasting cuisine served in a high-class setting.
• rue du Barri, 06360 Èze
CHÂTEAU EZA

Stunning view, the massif with its pine forests that seem to plunge towards the Mediterranean.
• Hôtel Chateau Eza, rue de la Pise, 06360 Eze Village
LE MAS PROVENÇAL

Traditional Provencal restaurant serving risottos, suckling pig, rack of lamb and other house specialties. Open for
dinner every night. 243 avenue de Verdun close to Eze Village.
• 243 avenue de Verdun, 06360 Èze (close to Eze Village)

EZE BORD DE MER (EDGE OF THE SEA)
ANJUNA BEACH

Feel like to be in Tahiti for a moment. Atmosphere is great and fun.
• 28 avenue de la Liberté, 06360 Eze bord de mer
DA ROSSANA

Excellent Italian restaurant, real Italian one (not so called one). Authentic cuisine, that’s what guests are seeking
there… they find it.
• 36 avenue de la Liberté, 06360 Eze bord de mer

NICE
LE CHANTECLER (HOTEL NEGRESCO) 2 ** MICHELIN STAR

Aubusson tapestry, damask curtains and silk covered lamps. The fine and delicate dishes are not to be outdone.
Using superb ingredients, the chef creates inventive and ambitious cuisine.
• Hôtel Le Negresco, 37 promenade des Anglais, 06000 Nice
LE BISTROT D’ANTOINE

The hearty bistro cuisine, with some southern French accents, has foodies hooked. Used to be fully booked (we all
know why) so booking ahead of time is recommended.
• 27 rue de la Préfecture, 06300 Nice
SÉJOUR CAFÉ

Shelves filled with books, painting and photos adorning the walls: you feel as if you are in the living room of a lovely
private home. Charming and delicious.
• 11 rue Grimaldi, 06200 Nice
JAN * MICHELIN STAR

Jan earned a Michelin Star this very year 2016 and for sure deserves it. Intimate and romantic little restaurant near
the port, Jan cooks creative and contemporary cuisine. Reservation might be a real challenge.
• 12 rue Lascaris, 06300 Nice
LA MERENDA

Dominique, the executive chief is gifted. His restaurant and himself are so well known that they no longer need
telephone. No reservation, no credit card, the place is all about the kitchen, incredibly tasty.
• 5 rue Saint-Vincent, 06300 Nice
FLAVEUR ** MICHELIN STAR

FLAVEUR has been awarded this year with a (deserved) second michelin star. The two brothers are really gifted.
More than a meal, it is a truly outstanding experience. Amazing.
• 25 rue Gubernatis, 06000 Nice
LE SAFARI

In the heart of the old city, here is the “Cours Saleya” (flower market, flea market, night life…) There is an
“institution” for testing local cuisine as so famous “Petits farçis niçois” Simply casual and good.
• 1 Cours Saleya, 06300 Nice
BAR DES OISEAUX & COMPTOIR DU MARCHÉ

Reservation ahead of time is highly recommended. Reasonable prices, good food, French typical dishes
Both located in the old part of the city, offering a warm atmosphere. Important: they have two seatings (so first or
second service… ransom of success).
• Comptoir du marché : 8 rue du Marché, 06000 Nice
• Bar des oiseaux : 5 rue Saint-Vincent, 06300 Nice
LE PANIER

Number 7 on Trip Advisor, (amongst almost 1600 restaurants…) this new bistro earned rapidly a great appeal.
Simple and good, it offers just few different dishes, and it is all creative and good! Reservation is mandatory.
• 5 Rue Barillerie, 06300 Nice
OLIVE & ARTICHAUT

Local cuisine, mixed of various regions specialties, this is a place that local people are talking about. Once you went
there, you know why.
• 6 rue Sainte-Réparate, 06300 Nice

MONACO
LE LOUIS XV *** MICHELIN STAR

Probably (certainly) one of the best restaurant in France hosted into the Hotel de Paris. The food, the service, the
place… Some say: Perfection. I do agree.
• Hôtel de Paris, Place du Casino, 98000 Monaco
JOEL ROBUCHON ** MICHELIN STAR

Gastronomic Michelin starred restaurant serving Mediterranean dishes. A la carte or set menus, cooked in an open
tepanyaki kitchen.
• Hôtel Métropole, 4 avenue de la Madone, 98000 Monaco
ELSA *MICHELIN STAR

Organic Restaurant. Mediterranean cuisine.
• Monte Carlo Beach Resort, Av. Princesse Grace, 06190 Roquebrune-Cap-Martin
YOSHI (JAPANESE)

The second Joël Robuchon restaurant at the Metropole Monte Carlo pays tribute to Japanese cuisine. Delicately
flavored soups, sushi are created with “Yoshi” (means kindness).
• Hôtel Métropole, 4 avenue de la Madone, 98000 Monaco
QUAI DES ARTISTES

Brasserie and Bars with menu in English. Seafood, salads, fish dishes and local specialties. Terrace with views over
the port.
• 4 quai Antoine 1er, 98000 Monaco
SONG-QI (CHINESE)

The idea that a gourmet Chinese restaurant is a contradiction in terms is well and truly debunked here. The interior
offers a chic setting in which to sample dishes from an appetizing menu, from Peking soup with smoked chicken,
to crispy dragon prawns with Chinese mustard.
• 4 av. Princesse Grace, 98000 Monaco
BUDDHA BAR (WORLD FOOD)

Concept. International and lively, this restaurant is offering modern music and contemporary food from all over
the world. Located above the Fairmont Hotel.
• Place du Casino, 98000 Monaco
MOZZA (ITALIAN)

Natural products. Real Italian cuisine and atmosphere. This restaurant is nestled in a small and lively street, not
too far away from the Fairmont Hotel.
• 11 rue du portier, 98000 Monaco
MAYA BAY

Japanese restaurant serving sushi, yaki tori and tempura dishes.
• Le Rocabella, 24 avenue Princesse Grace, 98000 Monaco
CAFÉ DE PARIS

Anything good at any time: THE brasserie on the Place du Casino in Monte Carlo. From breakfast to dinner.
• Place du Casino, 98000 Monaco
BEEF BAR

As his name suggests, this restaurant caters to meat eaters. Trendy atmosphere and popular.
• 42 quai Jean-Charles Rey, 98000 Monaco
LE PETIT BAR

Confidential. Tiny space, and super casual, but the food is just incredible, and people like it as it is. Ranked number
2 on Trip Advisor (can’t be wrong).
• 35 rue Basse, 98000 Monaco

LA TURBIE (VILLAGE LOCATED IN THE SURROUNDING OF MONACO)
HOSTELLERIE JERÔME ** MICHELIN STAR

This superb Cistercian refectory (13 Century) is the setting for delicate cuisine. Passionate about ingredients, the
chef uses the finest fishes and vegetables the region has to offer.
• 20 rue comte de Cessole, 06320 La Turbie
LE CAFÉ DE LA FONTAINE

So different which is exactly what I like. Conviviality is the motto in this unpretentious and generous place. Cuisine
of Provencal inspiration. All chalked up on the slate.
• 4 av. du Général de Gaulle, 06320 La Turbie

